The First 20 Days of Reading Workshop in Grade 2
Mini-Lesson
Day 1
Introducing
Reading
Workshop
&
Establishing
Reader Identities

Notes:
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Key Concepts

Resources

Procedures

· Reading Workshop is a time
each day set aside for an explicit
demonstration of a reading
strategy or skill (Mini-Lesson),
student practice, independent
reading, and guided reading
(Work Time), and reflection on
learning (Debriefing).
· Reading is valued and enjoyed in
our classroom and we share our
reading interests with each other
to get to know each other as
readers.

· Adult texts (teacher
shares her reading
materials)
· Reading Interest Survey
(see sample below)
· Favorite Book
Response Sheet
· Baskets of books for
each table with a variety
of genres and levels

Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher introduces Reading Workshop as a special time each
day when she will teach the students how to do something that
good readers do (Mini-Lesson), the students will have time to
practice that skill/strategy and read independently (Work Time),
and the whole class will have time to share and reflect on their
learning (Debriefing).
Teacher shares her reading life, talks about favorite authors,
genres, etc., shares some books she has read or is reading and
discusses when, why, and where she reads.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Students complete Reading Interest Survey and Favorite Book
Response Sheet.
Students read the books they’ve brought from home and the
books from their table baskets.
The teacher circulates to talk to students about their reading
interests and/or may work with a small group of students who
need additional support to complete the survey and response
sheet.
Debriefing (whole group):
Whip Around Share – Each child shares the title of their
favorite book.
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Name ______________________________

Date ____________________

Reading Interest Survey
1. What kinds of books do you like to read?
(Mark all the ones you like.)

nonfiction

poetry

mystery

fantasy

comics

realistic
fiction

series books

biography

fairy tales

2. What are some of the books you have read lately?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. About how many books do you own?

_________

4. How much time do you spend reading each day?
5. Do you ever get books from the library?
6. What are your hobbies and interests?
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YES

_________ minutes
NO

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
7. Do you enjoy having someone read aloud to you?
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YES

NO

Mini-Lesson
Day 2
Independent
Reading

Key Concepts
· Independent Reading will be a

·

· When we read independently,

·

part of our Work Time every
day.

we read the whole time, stay in
one good reading spot, and
respect others by reading
quietly.

Notes:
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Resources

·

Procedures

Mini-Lesson:
Independent Reading
Teacher explains that during Work Time each day everyone will
Rubric on chart paper
have time to read independently.
(see sample below)
Teacher introduces the Independent Reading Rubric as a tool
for the class to use to help ourselves and each other concentrate
Baskets of books for
each table with a variety on our reading.
Work Time:
of genres and levels
Students read independently for 5 minutes as the teacher
Timer (optional)
circulates and checks in with students.
As the teacher circulates, she asks two students to share their
thinking about how they would rate their reading on the rubric
during Debriefing.
Debriefing:
Selected students share their thoughts on how they would rate
their reading.
The class discusses what went well and what they will improve
on tomorrow.

Independent Reading Rubric
WOW!

Good

So-So

3

2

1

 I read the whole
time.
 I read quietly.
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 I read most of the  I read some of the
time.
time.
 I read quietly most  I read quietly some
of the time.
of the time.

 I found a good
reading spot and
stayed there the
whole time.

 I found a good
reading spot and
stayed there most
of the time.

Mini-Lesson
Key Concepts
Day 3
· When we need new books for
independent reading, we “shop”
Choosing “Just
for books in the classroom
Right” Books
library.
from the
· The classroom library needs to
Classroom
stay organized and books need
Library
to be taken care of so that
everyone can find and read
&
Introducing the books.
· “Just Right Books” are books
Work Board
that we can read most of the
words of, understand most of,
and read fluently, like talking.

*This lesson may be
stretched over two · The Work Board lets us know
what we need to do during
days.
Reading Workshop.
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Resources
· Well-stocked and
·
·
·
·
·

 I found a good
reading spot and
stayed there some
of the time.
Procedures

Mini-Lesson:
Teacher tells students that today they will have a chance to
organized classroom
choose books from the classroom library for independent
library
reading.
Teacher explains the organization of the classroom library and
“Shopping Lists” (see
helps students to generate ideas of how to take care of the
sample below)
books.
Work Board with icons Teacher introduces the book “Shopping Lists”, explains how to
for Independent
use them, and where the children will store the books they
Reading and Classroom choose from the classroom library.
Library
Teacher introduces the “Just Right Books” chart and explains
how children will find books that are just right for them as their
Baskets of books for
each table with a variety “free choice” books. Teacher may choose to role play/model
what it looks like to find a just right book and a book that’s too
of genres and levels
hard.
Bags or boxes for
Teacher introduces the Work Board and icons and explains how
storing books for
the children will use it to know what they need to accomplish
independent reading
during the Reading Workshop Work Time.
Work Time:
“Just Right Books”
Children shop for books from the classroom library and read
chart (see sample
independently from their table baskets using the Work Board to
below)
know when to do each task.
As the children read and shop for books, the teacher circulates
to facilitate and chooses two or three students to share a book
they chose from the classroom library.

* As students read independently, they may need to be reminded
of the Independent Reading Rubric introduced on Day 2.
Debriefing:
Two or three students share a book they chose from the
classroom library.
Notes:
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Choice Books

____ Free
Choice Books

______________’s
Book Shopping List

______________’s

______ Books

Book Shopping List

Levels ____ - ____

______ Books
Levels ____ - ____

Book Shopping List
______ Books
Levels ____ - ____

____ Free
Choice Books

______________’s

____ Free
Choice Books

____ Free
Choice Books

______________’s
Book Shopping List

______________’s

______ Books

Book Shopping List

Levels ____ - ____

______ Books
Levels ____ - ____

____ Free
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______________’s
Book Shopping List
______ Books
Levels ____ - ____

____ Free
Choice Books
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A book is “just right” for you if:



You know most of the words.
I like
to read
every
day.



You understand most of it.



You can read most of it fluently, like talking.
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Mini-Lesson
Day 4
How We
Choose Books

Notes:
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Key Concepts
· Good readers look for
certain things when they’re
making book choices for
themselves.

Resources
· Chart paper for “How We
Choose Books” chart (to be
made with the children)

Procedures
Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher explains that good readers look for certain things
when they’re making book choices for themselves and gives an
example or two from her own life.
Teacher facilitates a discussion in which children generate a list
of ways that they choose books and charts the ways during the
discussion.
(Ways of choosing books may include looking at the cover,
reading the summary on the back cover, books from a wellloved series, books by a favorite author, interesting
illustrations, interesting title, favorite genre, recommended by a
friend, etc.)
Work Time (independent & small group):
Children shop for books from the classroom library and read
independently from their table baskets using the Work Board
to know when to do each task.
As the children read and shop for books, the teacher circulates
to facilitate and chooses two or three students to share a book
they chose from the classroom library.
* As students read independently, they may need to be
reminded of the Independent Reading Rubric introduced on
Day 2.
Debriefing:
Two or three students share a book they chose from the
classroom library.
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Mini-Lesson
Day 5
Solving New
Words
*This lesson may
be stretched over
two days with the
teacher introducing
half of the
strategies one day
and the other half
the next day.

Notes:
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Key Concepts
· Good readers try different
strategies to help them read
new words.

Resources
· Word solving strategies
chart (see samples below)
· Using Strategies to Solve
New Words Response Sheet
(see sample below)

Procedures
Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher explains that good readers have strategies to help
themselves read new words that they come across in their
reading.
Teacher displays the word solving strategies chart and explains
and briefly demonstrates each strategy.
Teacher may ask the students if they have any other strategies
they use when they come across a new word in their reading.
Teacher explains that as students read independently today,
they should notice the new words they read and the strategies
they use to solve those words. Teacher shows the class the
“Using Strategies to Solve New Words” Response Sheet and
briefly explains the task.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Students read independently and complete the “Using
Strategies to Solve New Words” Response Sheet.
Students may also be shopping for books from the classroom
library.
The teacher circulates to informally conference with students
and as she does so, chooses two or three students to share the
words they solved and tell about the strategies they used to
solve them.
Debriefing (whole group):
Two or three students share the words they solved and tell
about the strategies they used to solve them.
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Name ________________________

Date ___________

Using Strategies to Solve New Words
I solved the word __________________________.
The strategy I used was _____________________________
_______________________________________________.

I solved the word __________________________.
The strategy I used was _____________________________
_______________________________________________.

I solved the word __________________________.
The strategy I used was _____________________________
_______________________________________________.

I solved the word __________________________.
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The strategy I used was _____________________________
_______________________________________________.
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Mini-Lesson
Day 6
Introducing
Reading
Response
(Characters &
Setting)

Key Concepts
· Reading Response is a Work
Time activity that involves
reading a selection
independently, practicing a
reading skill/strategy modeled
by the teacher, and responding
to the text as modeled by the
teacher.
· Good readers pay attention to
the characters and setting of a
story and include them in their
retell.

Resources

Procedures

· Reading Response
icons for Work Board
· “A Good Retelling
Includes…” chart (see
sample below)
· Characters and Setting
Reading Response (see
sample below)

Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher explains that good readers are always thinking while
they read and that good readers think about the characters and
setting of the story when they read fiction. (Briefly
explain/review fiction.) Teacher explains that after reading,
readers often like to talk about what they’ve read with someone
and they’ll sometimes retell the story.
Teacher introduces the chart, “A Good Retelling Includes…”
and briefly discusses the elements of character and setting and
how they are important to a story.
Teacher reads a piece of children’s literature to the class and
engages students in an interactive read aloud, stopping where
appropriate to discuss the characters and setting.
Teacher models completing a Reading Response using the text
she has read to the class.
Teacher introduces the Reading Response Work Board icon.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Students read a fictional text (from their bag of books or
provided by the teacher) and complete the Reading Response.
Students will also be reading independently and may be
shopping for books from the classroom library.
The teacher circulates to informally conference with students
and as she does so, chooses two or three students to share the
text they read and tell about the characters and setting.
Debriefing (whole group):
Two or three students share the title of the text they read and
tell about the characters and setting.

Notes:
CC.2.RL.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, when, where, why and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.
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A good retelling includes:
-

who was in the story.
(the characters)

- where and when the story took place.
(the setting)
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Name ______________________

Date ____________________

Reading Response – Characters and Setting
Book Title: ____________________________________________

The characters in this story were ____________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Draw and label the characters.

The setting of this book was ________________________________
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_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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Mini-Lesson
Day 7
Working Out
Problems
Without the
Teacher

Notes:
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Key Concepts

Resources

Procedures

· During Work Time, the teacher
meets with students (one-onone or in a guided reading
group) and she shouldn’t be
disturbed unless it’s an
emergency.

· Chart or bulletin board
with “Are you unsure
of what to do?” steps
(see sample below)
· Message Board
(optional)
· “Problem Cards” (see
sample below)
· Characters and Setting
Reading Response (see
sample below)

Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher explains to the students that during Work Time she will
meet with one or more students at a time to talk to them about
their reading or teach them a strategy that good readers use.
During this time, the teacher should not be disturbed unless it’s
an emergency.
Teacher introduces the “Are you unsure of what to do?” chart
as a tool for students to use to figure out what they need to do
without asking the teacher. (If you choose to use a Message
Board where children can leave you a note, introduce it now.)
Teacher has one child at a time pick and read a “problem card”
and the class discusses how they would solve that problem.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Children complete the Work Board tasks, including completing
another Characters and Setting Reading Response with a new
book.
The teacher may use this time to work with a student or small
group of students, but should anticipate that some disruptions
may occur. The teacher may also consider using this time to
have one student at a time read aloud to her as a “warm-up” for
the Benchmark Assessment.
Debriefing (whole group):
Students share problems they encountered and tell how they
solved their problems.

Are you unsure of what to do?

1. Check the Work Board.
2. Reread the directions if you’re working on a Reading
Response.
3. Quietly ask a classmate.
4. If you’re still unsure, leave a note on the Message
Board and find something to read while you wait.
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You need a new book

You need to use the

There’s a word in your

for independent

bathroom.

book that you don’t

reading.

know.

You don’t know how to

You can’t find your

You’re having trouble

complete the Reading

Book Bag.

finding a book in the

Response.
You don’t feel well.
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classroom library.
You can’t find a good

reading spot.

Mini-Lesson
Day 8
Revisiting
Reading
Response
(Story Map)
*This lesson may be
stretched over two
days with the
teacher introducing
the BeginningMiddle-End story
structure one day
and the
Problem/Solution
story structure the
next day.
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Key Concepts

Resources

· In addition to the characters and · “A Good Retelling
setting of a story, good readers
Includes…” chart, with
pay attention to the important
plot icon added (see
events of the story and include
sample below)
them in their retell.
· Story Map Reading
Response (see sample
below)

Procedures
Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher reminds the students that good readers pay attention to
the characters and setting of a story and displays the “A Good
Retelling Includes…” chart. Teacher explains that good readers
also pay attention to the events of the story and include them
when they talk about or retell the story. (Teacher may choose to
explain events of the story as beginning, middle, end or
problem/solution.)
Teacher reads a piece of children’s literature to the class and
engages students in an interactive read aloud, stopping where
appropriate to discuss the important events.
Teacher models completing a Reading Response using the text
she has read to the class.
Teacher may have additional teaching points based on the
Reading Responses that were completed on Days 6 & 7.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Children complete the Work Board tasks, including completing
a Story Map Reading Response with a new book.
The teacher may use this time to work with a student or small
group of students. The teacher may also consider using this time
to continue to have one student at a time read aloud to her as a
“warm-up” for the Benchmark Assessment or begin
administering the Benchmark Assessment.
Debriefing (whole group):

Two or three students share about the important events they
identified in the books that they read.
Notes:
CC.2.RL.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, when, where, why and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.

-

what happened in the story.
(the plot)

1 - 2 - 3…
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OR
- what happened in the story.
(the plot)

problem
Name _____________________________________

solution
Date _____________________________

Story Map
Title __________________________________________________________________________

Characters
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Setting

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Beginning

Middle

End

_________________________ _________________________ _________________________
_________________________ _________________________ _________________________
_________________________ _________________________ _________________________
_________________________ _________________________ _________________________

Name _________________________________________

Date ________________________

Title: ____________________________________________________________________________

Story Map
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Setting

Characters
__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

Problem

Solution

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Mini-Lesson
7/23/14

Key Concepts

Resources

Procedures

Day 9
Introducing
Word Work
(This lesson will
vary greatly
depending on how
you teach word
work in your
classroom. It may
also be repeated
each time a new
kind of word work
activity is
introduced.)
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· Good readers can build and take · Word Work icon for
apart words.
Work Board
*Other
resources may
· Word Work is a Work Time
include:
activity with special procedures.
· Magnetic letters
· Make – Say – Check –
Mix sheets (see sample
below)
· Look – Say – Cover –
Write – Check sheets
(see sample below)
· Word Sorts

Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher explains that good readers can build and take apart
words.
Teacher introduces Word Work as a Work Time activity during
which we practice this skill.
Teacher introduces the classroom procedures for Word Work
which may include using magnetic letters to build words,
completing word sorts, etc.
Teacher introduces the Work Board icon for Word Work.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Children complete the Work Board tasks, including completing
the Word Work activity.
The teacher may use this time to work with a student or small
group of students. The teacher may also consider using this time
to continue to have one student at a time read aloud to her as a
“warm-up” for the Benchmark Assessment or begin
administering the Benchmark Assessment.
Debriefing (whole group):
Children share their learning from the Word Work activity and
reflect on their successes and/or challenges in following the
procedures.

Notes:

Mini-Lesson
Day 10
Fiction &
Nonfiction

Key Concepts
· There are two types of books:
fiction and nonfiction.

Resources
· Chart – Books We’ve
Shared (list of books
read aloud)
· Fiction/Nonfiction
Reading Response (see
sample below)

Procedures
Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher defines the genres of fiction and nonfiction and then
asks students to identify the genre of each book on the chart:
“Books We’ve Shared,” and explain their reasons.
Teacher presents a response sheet for students to complete
identifying their independent reading book as fiction or
nonfiction.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Children complete the Work Board tasks, including completing
the Fiction/Nonfiction Reading Response.
The teacher may use this time to work with a student or small
group of students. The teacher may also consider using this time
to continue to have one student at a time read aloud to her as a
“warm-up” for the Benchmark Assessment or begin
administering the Benchmark Assessment.
Debriefing (whole group):
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Two or three students share their responses.
Notes:
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Name _________________________________

Date ________________

Fiction or Nonfiction?

Title: _______________________________________________________

This book was (circle one):

fiction

nonfiction

I know because…

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Mini-Lesson
Day 11
Keeping a
Record of Our
Independent
Reading

Key Concepts
· Good readers keep track of the
books they have read.

Resources
· Reading Logs (see
sample below)
· Reading Folders
(optional)

Procedures
Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher explains that good readers keep track of the books they
have read and try to read a variety of different kinds of books.
Teacher introduces the Reading Log as a way for students to
keep track of the books they read during Independent Reading.
Teacher models recording a book on the Reading Log.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Children complete the Work Board tasks and record the books
they read during Independent Reading on their Reading Logs.
The teacher may use this time to work with a student or small
group of students. The teacher may also consider using this time
to continue to have one student at a time read aloud to her as a
“warm-up” for the Benchmark Assessment or begin
administering the Benchmark Assessment.
Debriefing (whole group):
Two or three students share the books they read during
Independent Reading.
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Notes:
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Number

7/23/14

Title

Fiction (F) or
Nonfiction (N)

Date
Finished

Reading Log
Mini-Lesson
Day 12
Ways to Buddy
Read
“I Read, You
Listen”
*If the teacher is
using Reading
Workshop time to
assess children’s
reading with the
Benchmark, she may
wish to wait to
introduce this and
following lessons
until the
Benchmarks are
complete.
Notes:
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Key Concepts
· Buddy Reading is a time when
we can share our reading with a
classmate.
· There are different ways to read
with a buddy.

Resources

Procedures

· “Ways to Buddy Read” Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher introduces Buddy Reading as a special time during the
chart (see sample
picture for chart below) Reading Workshop when children can share their reading with a
· Buddy Reading icon for classmate.
Teacher introduces the “Ways to Buddy Read” chart, explains,
Work Board
and may briefly demonstrate the first way to read with a buddy.
*It’s important to emphasize that after one child reads and the
other listens, the buddies need to switch roles. The importance
of whisper reading must also be emphasized.
If the teacher is assigning reading buddies, these assignments
should be given out now.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Students complete the Work Board tasks, including Buddy
Reading.
Debriefing (whole group):
Students share about the books they listened to their buddies
read and about how Buddy Reading went for them today.

Mini-Lesson
Day 13
Ways to Buddy
Read
“I Read. You
Read.”
*If the teacher is
using Reading
Workshop time to
assess children’s
reading with the
Benchmark, she may
wish to wait to
introduce this and
following lessons
until the
Benchmarks are
complete.
Notes:
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Key Concepts

Resources

· Buddy Reading is a time when
we can share our reading with a
classmate.
· There are different ways to read
with a buddy.

· “Ways to Buddy Read”
chart (see sample
picture for chart below)
· Buddy Reading icon for
Work Board

Procedures
Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher reviews the first way to read with a buddy.
Teacher introduces, explains, and may briefly demonstrate the
second way to read with a buddy.
* The importance of whisper reading must be emphasized.
Work Time (independent & small group):
Students complete the Work Board tasks, including Buddy
Reading.
Debriefing (whole group):
Students share about the books they read with their buddy and
about how Buddy Reading went for them today.

Mini-Lesson
Day 14
Ways to Buddy
Read
“We Read
Together.”
*If the teacher is
using Reading
Workshop time to
assess children’s
reading with the
Benchmark, she may
wish to wait to
introduce this and
following lessons
until the
Benchmarks are
complete.
Notes:
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Key Concepts
· Buddy Reading is a time when
we can share our reading with a
classmate.
· There are different ways to read
with a buddy.

Resources

Procedures

· “Ways to Buddy Read” Mini-Lesson (whole group):
Teacher reviews the first two ways of reading with a buddy.
chart (see sample
picture for chart below) Teacher introduces, explains, and may briefly demonstrate the
· Buddy Reading icon for third way to read with a buddy.
* The importance of whisper reading must be emphasized.
Work Board
· Double copies of
books or books from
guided reading lessons

Work Time (independent & small group):
Students complete the Work Board tasks, including Buddy
Reading.
Debriefing (whole group):
Students share about the books they read with their buddy and
about how Buddy Reading went for them today.
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